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The CI-Ii..IRLi.AlJ (United States of .America): I declare open the forty-ninth 

meatinb of the Conference of the Eighteen Nation Committee on DiEarmament. 

l:ir. W~COVESCU (Romania) : The ~'lor king Draft of ?art I of the treaty on 

general and complet.e disarmament (ENDC/40/3-ev.l) submitted for examination to our 

Cohlffiit~.:;ee by the two co--Chairmen indicates the achievement of agreement on a number 

of issues, which undoubtedly constitutes a certain amount of progress. I should 

li::e today to make some comments of princlple arising from the divergences which 

continue to be manifest on fundamental is&ues of the disarmament problem. 

Indeed, from the fi:r~t reading of this document one realizes t.hat the United 

states delegation is maintaining its unrealistic stand on a number of problems the 

solution of which is essential for the conclusion of a treaty on general and com

plete disarmament. 

We are, of course, aware that this is only the first reading of the draft treaty 

and that we shall all have an opportunity to revert to these articles in order to 

remove existing divergences. Nevertheless, I consider that these divergences must 

be brought out as clearly as possible right now, so that the whole Committee can 

see vn~o is in fact for general and ~omplete disarmament, and who declares for 

disarmament in words while opposing it in fact. 

Such divergences arise even over the -~i tle of Part I. While the Soviet 

deleaation proposes that Part I should be entitled "General Treaty Obligations", 

the United StaJc;es 0.elegation proposes as a title "Outli:::w of '.l.'reaty ooligati<ms". 

These are not divergences of li-i:;tle importance; Oc a :play on words; nor are they 

divergences of a formal nature. They are divergences of substl'l.nce. In fact the 

attitude adopted by States towards thi..s problem :ryoints to the real stand of the 

parties towards the essen0e of -things, tow-ards the very to.sk which l1as been 

ent.ru.sted to us. 

TTe find here the opposition of the Uni+.ed States Government to the working out 

of a treaty on general and complete disarmament. We lmow that in his speeches the 

reiJrescntative of the United states has a<lmitted that the conclusion of such a 

treaty is our main task. But in fact he continues to support the idea of an outline 

of general obligations of disarmament. But: as has been pointed out by numerous 

representatives during previous aebates, the stage of outlining general and complete 
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disarmament has long bee~ left behi~d. The general outlines were established through 

the join.t Soviet-Urt;ited s·t;ate:3 statement of 20 t:eptember 1961 (ENDC/5), adopted. by 

the United Nations Gener€,.l Assembly (A;RES/1660 (XVI)). Our Eighteen Nation Committee 

has already pessed 0n to th".) coel,_~,..c-';e s·lat>ora..;,:i..oi-:t~ no·t of a new outline-1- but of the 

draft treaty en ggnc:J.'al e·.··l ccm~lete · disarrr..arr.o11t, 

I think it useful ·tc ::..·ecall -';h£.t t,J.~c p:reCJub:;_e to this treaty, submitted to the 

Conference by the tvn C'o/Jl~_,\i:::ne.J. ani endo::-seC. by the Conference at its meeting of 

17 J..pril, is callEd "D.cafi:. p::-ea:nble to the treaty on general and corn:Qlete 

disarmament" (EI:mgjr::.!..·.~-~~~~.!.1 • 
Consequently the Romania-:1 delegation as!rs the United States delegation to 

agree upon a correct title for Part I, whicb, being meant to define t~e essence of 

obligations deriving· f:rr-m the t·;.~eaty: mus-t have a sui table title" Tl1e title 

"General Treaty Obligationsa best meets this requirement. 

I1Iost represen·hatives present hex-e have insisted upon the necessity a::ld impor

tance of establishing a gldbal time-limi·c for ·l;he achievement of general and complete 

disarmament. It sees.:::Jd t.l1u.t there ,,as a ger.ex-::>1 consensus· on the inclusion in· 

article 1 of words !_rro~r:.·lirz ·H.a+, "~enex-£'.}. ::r..Cl. complete disarmament will be achieved 

in years" and tha+, th"! actual. number of year's should be established by 

negotiation. In a!ly c::-"::::c; ·v{2 h;}&rJ nc objections from the United· Ste.tes delegation 

to this solution. U8 rea:..i.zG 7 however, that -;;t.e wording submitted by the United 

s-'c,ates delegation fo:.~ paragrcph 2 of article , 'Jompletely evades the ::;>roblem of ~fJhe 

time-limit within which C:lsarmament is to take place, and provides only that States 

shall asstime the· oblie,::1tion -'.:;c. cn.rry out ccrt<.in measures., However, the extablish

ment of precise time--li:nits 7 both' for each stage and for the process of general and 

complete disarmaiuent a::; a whole, is absoluteJy ne~essaryft 

This necessity deriYes, first and foremost, from the need to give states the 

firm assurance that tho obJ.igations assumed u:c.der tb.e treaty w·ill be observed by 

eacl1 }?arty in ren:;?ec·t, of his own obligations, anC. that -the measures agreed upon will 

be carried out by a1.1 ':'Tithirr :tn ag-reed tim'e-1imit. After all, this is a problem of 

confidence, about which ffi:J.C'b. h11s been said anC. rightly.so --during our debates. 

In order to ha.ve cor>fi<lencr;) :i.n the f:UCcess of dise.rmament, •peoples, goverp..ments and 

states should lmow f-rom th::J -very beginning the duration of the disarmament process, 

the time that will h<t-re to pass un·!;il we :;:-each the final goal we have all agreed 
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upon -- the destruction of the means of waging war 7 and thus the elimination of war 

from relations between States. ilithbut the establishment of .some strictly determined 

time-limits, the-achievement of any disarmament measure whatever is inconceivable. 

i'Tithout a c'lear perspective of the duration of the process of general and complete 

disarmament 1 a disarmament treaty is inconceivable as well. 

' .. ~--:·aspect of the problem was made very clear by the representative of Italy, 

Mr. Cavaii~tti, at our meeting on 11 April. On that occasion he declared: 

"1Te are convinced that e·very disarmament measure, every stage of 

general and complete disarmament, and, i~daed, the execution of the 

treaty itself, must be carried out within a precise time-limit 

that exact dates must be set for their. completion. J',. legal 

obligation with6ut a date is not even an :obligation. 11 

(ZNDC/PY.l8, '1).18) 

The inclusion in the treaty of precise time-limits, and their strict observance 

by all States, further derive from the -ne·cessity for a prompt and effective control 

of the way in which each party to the treaty"fulfils the obligations incumbent upon 

it. 

There exists a unanirrious view as to the necessity of a rigorous international 

control being set up over the concrete ~easures of disarmament. Is it not evident 

that such control is impossible without a precise global time-limit ~nd,_ within this 

time-limit, without precise data of the duration of each stage of disarmament in 

part? How can vre verify if one State or aricither is complying witi1 an obligation if 

we do not know from the start the time-limit within which that obligation must be 

fulfilled? In this connexion, h0w could the state which wa~ not complying with its 

obligations under the treaty be llcalled,_t_o o_r_(!e_~n ·if no time-limit existed for the 

achievement of concrete measures of disarmament? 

During our debates I have already had the opportunity to point out that respon

sible persons in the United States have declared that, in regard to the United 

States plan, the establishment of a global time-limit is out of the question. I 

quoted on that occasion Senator Humphrey, who sai~ that nobody knew whether nineteen 

years would be long enough for the United states and the Soviet. Union to disarm. I 

also quoted l'llr. Foster, a member of the United States delegntion and the Director 

of the United States Arms control ·and Disarmament Agency, who -- and I ·am sorry to 

have to quote him once more -- said: 
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"l.nd, of course, this is not a nine-year plan. 7e have set three years 

as the first stage. There is a transitional stage during which one 

appraises w~1.ether the appropriate amount of progress has been made 

on which you can go to the next stage. Another stage of three years, 

another tr-ansition. A last stage which may be - I don 1t know; 

we are not wise enough to appraise how long that will be." (ENDCJpV.4lz p.7) 

On 24 May I asked the United States representative to explain to us the view 

of his delegation as to the general time-limit for disarmament (ibid., pp.5 et seq.). 

But the United States representative has not answered so far. The explanation of 

this attitude is certainly not discourtesy, but the fact that there is no global 

time-limit which :Mr. Dean could indicate. :lhat is important here is not the fact 

that the United States delegation is in a difficult situation and does not wish to 

show its weakness. ':'lhat is important is - and this is unacceptable to ~y ,State 

wl'lich really wants disarmament -- that the United states draft does not propose a 

precise time-limit for the achievement of disarmament, thus creating an uncertainty 

which is in total contradiction with our aims. 

During our meeting of 1 June Mr. Dean said that the inclusion of an obligation 

regarding the time-limit for the implementation of general and complete disarmament 

in part I of the treaty " ••• would be preraature and not particularly helpful" 

(ENDC./PV .47, p .21). We cannot agree with this way of thinking. On the contrary, we 

consider -- and we are convinced that this is the opinion of most delegations present 

at this Conference -- that it is imperatively necessary and entirely opportune that 

article 1, paragraph 2 should provide for the obligations of States -

"To carry ·out, over a period of years, general and complete 

disarmament entailing: ••• " (ZNDC/40/d.ev.l, p.2). 

Nobody is suggesting that we should settle now, at this stage of our debates, the 

concrete duration of the process of disarmament. ~e are well aware that, because 

of the stand of the United states delegation, this is hard to achieve now. But, if 

the assertion of l:ilr. Dean to which we referred is not to be construed as hiding the 

refusal of the United States to assume an obligation with regard to the duration of 

the process of general and complete disarmament -- and we hope that is the case --, 

we do not see what could prevent the United States delegation from adopting the 

reasonable language proposed by the Soviet Union. 
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Let us see what is the stand of the United states delegation with regard to the 

transition from one stage to another. From a certain point of view, this problem is 

closely linked to the previous problem, namely the global time-limit of disarmament. 

From another point of view, the transition from one stage to another directly con

cerns the very essence of general and complete disarmament. The United States plan 

provides for the transition from one stage to another to be organized in such a way 

as to create numerous possibilities for every big Power wishing to put an end to the 

process of disarmament to resume the erms race, with all the consequences deriving 

therefrom. This has been demonstrated often enough for us not to be obliged to go 

into detail now. I cannot refrain from recalling, however, that according to the 

United States plan the transition from stage I to stage II is conditional not only 

upon the achievement of disarmament measures, but also u~on the carrying out of 

studies and the fulfilment of other measures which depend on subjective appreciations. 

\'Tith regard to these aspects of the United States plan, I have also asked the 

representative of the United states some precise questions. But up to now he has 

not answered my questions. IIere again, I am sure that his silence is not caused by 

a lack of courtesy, but by iris being unable to give a satisfactory answer. The 

wording of article 1, paragraph 5, proposed by the United States delegation shows 

that no modifications have occurred in the stand of the United States in this pro

blem. The United States delegation continues to condition the transition from one 

stage to another upon a number of factors liable to subjective appreciations. 

I should now like to make another comment. The United States delegation is, 

in fact, opposing a ban on nuclear weapons. This is a problem of the utmost impor

tance. The very danger of the outbreak of a nuclear war determines the entire 

importance and urgency of disarmament. The very existence and the continuous 

increase of nuclear weapons make the elimination and banning of these weapons an 

essential problem, a goal to be reached first within the process of general and com-

. plete disarmament. ~fuile the Soviet variant on this point -- I ~~ referring to 

article 1, paragraph 2(b) of the joint text -- provides for the prohibition of 

nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction and f'or the elimination of all 

stoc!<;:piles of such weapons, as well as for the cessation of their production, the 

United states variant provides only for the banning of the production of weapons 

of mass destruction and not for the banning of' their use. If we consider that 
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according to the United States plan all n11clear weapons, as well as 70 per cent of 

the means of deliyerW,g them to their targets, are to be maintained after the 

disarmament treaty c~~es into force, and that both nuclear weapons and the means of 

delivering them to their targets continue to exist at the end of stage II of that 

plan, this means that in the view of the ·united States Government the use of nuclear 

and other weapons of mass destruction would be lawful during the entire process of 

disarmament. 

Let us recall that the United States delegation at the sixteenth session of the 

United Nations General Assembly opposed the adoption of the declaration on the pro

hibition of the use of nuclear and thermonuclear weapons. More than that, the 

United States delegation voted even against the paragraph of the prerumble of that 

declaration which reads: 

"Believing that the use of weapons of mass destruction, 

such as nuclear and thermonuclear weapons, is a direct negation 

of the high ideals and objectives which the United Nations has 

been established to achieve ••• ". (.b..@ES/l653(XVI), p.2) 

Evidently here again it is a question not of nuances, of a difference in wording 

of the same idea, but of a stand of the United States Government; a stand opposed to 

the aspiration of the peoples that nuclear weapons be ba11ned and eliminated. The 

extent to which the policy of the United states is opposed to +.his ardent desire of 

all peoples is stressed once more in the statement of the Soviet Government con

cerning the decision of the United States Government to start nuclear weapon tests 

at an altitude of several hundred kilometres (ENDC/43). Such a step, extending the 

armaments race to outer space, will deal a heavy blow to the efforts for peaceful 

research in outer space and vrilJ_ endanger the lives and health of people. The 

Romanian delegation fully supports the view expressed in the statement of the Soviet 

Government. The news .in today 1 s press concerning tho accident which occurred with a 

nuclear explosion in outer space confirms these views. 2verybody asks today: what 

about the nuclear load that now lies in the Pacific? ~Then is it goint; to explode, 

and how many victims will have to pay with their lives for this e;qeriment? It is 

necessary to stress that if the United States Government does not renounce the 

decision to conduct nuclear weapon tests in outer space, it will assume a grave 

responsibility for all consequences deriving from such action. 
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In these circumstances it is easier for us to understand another divergence 

between the Soviet and the United States delegations: that concerning the armaments 

which are to be used as equipment for the forces to be put at the disposal of the 

United Nations if noed be. 

The Soviet variant envisages in this regard -- and I am now referring to 

article 3, paragraph 3 -- that the United Nations peace force will be equipped with 

agreed non-nuclear armaments. This provision is in accordance with tho very essence 

of tho Soviet plan, which calls for effective measures for the neutralization of 

nuclear weapons in stage I and for the elimination of these weapons in stage II. 

That is logical, is it not? If there are no nuclear weapons, tho peace force does 

not need such weapons, nor can it have them. 

The United States plan also has a logic of its own, but it is the logic of a 

proposal which docs not meet the aspirations of the peoples, the logic of a proposal 

which tries to maintain nuclear weapons and to perpetuate the danger of a nuclear 

war. The United States delegation does not admit tho inclusion of the word "non

nuclear" in the sentence referring to the equipping of the United Hations peace 

force with armaments. There is only one explanation for this: the United states 

Government intends to create an international force equipped with nuclear weapons. 

But if the United States Government stands for the liquidation of nuclear weapons, 

as it claims it does, why is the creation of an international nuclear force proposed 

to us? For what purpose? ~his is a question the United States delegation has not 

been able to answer satisfactorily in this Committee. 

The arguments used by 11:r. Dean on 31 May and by Hr. Stelle on 1 and 4 June are 

not· such as to change our opinion; on the contrary t~1ey strengthen _it. Referring 

to the armaments to be given to the United Nations peace force, 1/Ir. Dean asserted: 

"lily Government has an open mind on this question." (ZHDC/PV.46, p.37). l!.Ir. Stelle, 

in turn, declared: 

"The United States Government and the United States delegation have 

not taken a :;?Osition upon whether the United Nations peace force should 

or should not be equipped with nuclear weapons. -:To say that, as of this 

time, we are not prepared to take a position until after further thought, 

discussion and negotiation, either for or against. 11 (END.f.LEV.47, p.4l) 
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Do these declarations not clearly reflect that the United States does not 

exclude at all the possibility of the international force being given nuclear 

weapons? i1hat we are demanding now is that the United States Government and the 

United States delegation take a clear, unequivocal stand with regard to this matter 

at once, and not later on. Mr. Chairman -- and ·I am addressing you now in your 

capacity as representative of the United States --, we shall discuss this problem 

again o.nd again, always bringing forward new·arguments, not because we want to mark 

time or to introduce elements which would prevent the progress of our negotiations, 

not for.the sake of sterile controversies, but because we have become deeply con

vinced -- and the United states delegation has repeatedly helped us to become so 

convinced by its declarations and by the way in which it has drafted certain pro

visions of part 1 of the treaty -- that in such an essential problem as that of the 

complete elimination of nuclear weapons the United States Government is not deter

mined to save man!dnd from the most dreadful nightr:1are of our times, and does not 

want to declare itself openly and clearly for the complete destruction of nuclear 

weapons. 

ile should be very glad if this open-mindedness to which :Mr. J?ean was referring 

were'to manifest itself in a renunciation of the idea of equipping the United Nations 

peace.force with nuclear weapons. ;re should be very glad if this open-mindedness 

were to manifest itself now, when we are drafting the general part of the treaty on 

general and complete disarmament. 

':he Romanian delegation is not the only one to take a stand against the 

equipping of the United Nations forces with nuclear weapons. Other delegations are 

doing so as well. I shall quote in this connexion only t·he Indian representative, 

Mr. Krishna Menon, who said in this Committee on 20 !.~arch: 
11 ••• niy country would never agree to the idea that there should be 

an international force which would use nuclear weapons in the 

future. 11 (El~DCJpV. 5, p.33) 

I shall stop here. I could have pointed out that the United states variants 

of the paragraphs of the document submitted to us include the idea -- unacce;Ptable 

for reasons which have been repeatedly e~~lained -- of control not over disarmament 

but over armaments, and that these varia~ts contain a stubborn refusal to provide 

for the liquidation of all military bases on foreign territory and the withdrawal 

and disbanding of all troops stationed on the territories of other States. 
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These are some preliminary remarks which call for the conclusion that the 

United states delegation will have to give up its unrealistic stand, a stand contrary 
1 -

to tae interests of the peoples, so that we may arrive at_a treaty on general and 

complete disarmament. 

Once again I say: if you are against nuclear weapons·,- ·then include among the 

obligetions of states that of banning nuclear weapons and their use. if you are 

for the dismantling of military bases on foreign territories, then please say so and 

include a provision to this effect in that. part of the treaty containing the general 
- - -----------

obligations of States. If you want States to start disarming, then provide a time-

limit for the unfolding of the proc~ss of disarmament. Only thus can we prove that 

absolutely everybody in this hall is energetically and resolutely fig2ting to achieve 

general and complete disarmament, which is our main tasL:. ·:rords, however pretty, 

cannot replace facts. The peoples of the world are e1~ecting facts, and as soon as 

possible. 

Mr. LbLL (India): It is very good to see you back in our midst today, 

~lr. Cl~irman, _and we hope that you had a good journey both ways. 
' ' . 

Today I am going to speak on the ';'forking Draft of Part I of t~1e treaty on 

general and complete disarmament {ENDC/40/Rev.l). However, before I do so I should 

like to say a few words about nuclear testing. 

I take tho liberty of making these remarks because, as the Committee well 

knows, the Government of India has very strong views about nuclear testing. I would 

remind this Committee that it was Mr. Nehru, the Prime i:.iinister of India, who first 

brought the matter of nuclear testing before the General Assembly by addressing a 

letter, in April 1954, to'theSecretary-General of the United Nations. So we do 

take a clear stand on this matter. Mr. Nehru has repeatedly said that the 

Government of India is o'pp~'sed to nll testing at any time and by whomever the tests 

might be carried out. That ·~s been our consistent position, no matter who might 

test. 

I should lE:o to draw attention to certain remarks made yesterday, which I 

think highlight the concern of the world regarding this situation. i.lr. Zorin, 

the representative of the Soviet Union, read into the record a statement by the 

Soviet Government on the United States'high-altitude nuclear explosions. In the 

course of this statement he said: 
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"If the United States Government puts its intention into effect and 

sets off the high-altitude nuclear explosions it has planned, it, will 

bear the full responsibility for seriously complicating the international 

situation." (:ENDC/43, page 5) 

Immediately after l!Ir. Zorin had spoken, Mr. Stelle, the representative of the 

United States, took the floor; and he said at the end of his statement that -

" ••• the Soviet Government ••• thereby bears complete and sole 

responsibility for the consequences." (ENDC/PV .48, p.lO) 

If I may say so witl1 great respect to these two very great Powers, it is all 

very well for them to pin responsibility for the consequences on one side or the 

other. But on whom do the consequences fall? The consequences fall on us, on the 

rest of the world. I submit that it is totally unfair of the very great Powers to 

engage themselves in a course -- and I say this with great respect to both of them 

from which consequences flow affecting all of us. 

~ecently in this Committee I cited some appalling figures of tbe long-term 

genetic effects of the present series of nuclear tests, and of those vrl1ich were con

ducted last autumn by the Soviet Union. Yesterday we saw an extra]:>olation taken 

from an official :::mblication -- I believe from the United States -- ·which said that 

there would be 50,000 genetic casualties as a result of the present series of 

United States tests; most of those casualties will not be in the United States, so· 

far as I can make out from the press report. 

I should like to say that this situation of pinning responsibility on to each 

other, as though you were the only two concerned, is very unrealistic. ~1Iany other 

people are concerned. It is inexplicable that we should repeatedly have to bring up 

this point. An0. yet there is no change; the tests go on. 

"'Je are confused because yesterday again the newspapers reported that the 

Chairman of the Division of Geological Sciences at Harvard has asserted that under

ground nuclear explosions can be detected and distinguished from eart~1quakes with 

available instruments. 

J~pparently experts say different things: Some experts say this cannot be done, 

while some experts say that it can be done. In any event we feel that in matters 

like tlris, where there is doubt among experts, political people -- whose respon

sibility is not merely to scientists but to the world at large -- have an obligation 

to stop doing things regarding which there is doubt. 
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In order to show how a spiral is being created, I should like to quote one more 

passace from the statement Mr. Zorin read out: 

"Only the short-sighted can believe that the United States of J.merica 

will derive any military advantage from conducting high-altitude 

nuclear tests. The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics will see to it that this does not happen." (ENDC/43, p.5) 

I take that to mean that the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

will also conduct such tests. I have no doubt that after that ha~?ens some other 

government will say, "~Te must now conduct tests, too" -- and so it goes on. 

I raise tl1is matter in creat sorrow, and I hope that at some time in the near 

future those who are mainly responsible for conducting these tests 'rill stop testing. 

I say again in all frankness that the joint memorandum of the eight non-aligned 

States at this Conference (illJDC/28) is a firm and sufficient basis for an accord, 

whic:::. we hope can bo reached. 

I now come to the docuoent on Part I of the treaty on general and complete 

disarmament. ~'Te have listened very carefully to the statements of -'.:,:1e two co-Chairmen 

and to the other statements which have been made on this matter, and, though I do not 

want to minimize the differences in concept which explain the pare~theses, both 

single and doubl3, in this document, I am bound to say that I do not think that these 

differences in concept are as deep as they appear to be at first sight. In this 

connexion I should like to quote from your o>m statement, lilr. Chairman, on 1 June 

where you were explaining why your delegation favoured a certain title for this 

document and certain phraseology in connexion with the opening part. You are 

recorded as saying: 

''Rather, we do not think it would be wise, or indeed make good sense, 

to obscure the true nature of part I. -;re are concerned that i:f vre 

deleted the vrords 'Outline of 1 from the title of Part I or t::.1e words 
1vith the following general purposes' in the introductory sentence, 

vre would 0e creating a general illusion of progress and agreement, 

which would not really be warranted and which indeed might c::;.usc 

much trouble in drafting later on." (mmc;PV.47, p.H3) 

~!~1at is the sense of that, IAr. Chairm::;.n? Is not your main ::;>oint there that, 

if we were now 'to call these things obligations, and not remember that they were 

merely an outline and these were the general purposes, then we should create an 
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illusion that vrc had already reached agx-eement on .obligations, and that this would 

cause difficulty later in draf-c.ing? Exactly: I see, l,lr. Chairman, that you indicate 

this to be your sense o I ~vcuJ<l ouggest, that that. is of course true at this moment of 

time; but once vro hn.ve ±r:afteJ. and p,greed upon the vrhole treaty, I :presume that, in 

accordance with you:;:: rr;l ~ c c.~ · ·tiJI:c. Cha~_rman} you would agree that there would be no 

objection to calling ~~1ese obligationc 1 because then there would be a direct corres

pondence between tl1eze otlig~tion.s ·-- of a genero.J. character albeit -- and the more 

detailed obligations lfh::.c:1 k.Lll_ he found in t~1e a;;tual disarmament stages of our 

treaty. At that tirr,e -'lil1.ey ca:..1 be called obligations. 

Therefore, since we are ~ow looking at these documents only :provisionally, for 

the first time, c.~d :1i::::~e -th" tY:cat;:,r must bo agreed finally as a vholo, including 

:part I and the substantive stages of disarmament, surely the time will come when this 

conce,t and the othe~ concept to whict. I. will n0w refer, quoting from l11r. Zorin 1 s 

statement -- will meet? This is ;vhat Hr. Zorin said: 

11 The Soviet Government considers -- and this is reflected in the 

draft treaty it hns subra:i.tjund. -·- tha·b ·i;I1e general obligations of 

States relating to disarmament, and to control over disarmament and 

over the concomitant measures for maintaining peace, must be firm and 

definite •. Only then nan the?.'? :':'Pally be general and complete 

disarmament ••• ll (gt_·TD8 /PV .47, pp. 34,35) 

That is the Soviet Union conce?t• 

The other concept, Mr. Jhairman -- your concept, if I may say so -- is that at 

this stage it is ~remature.to crystallize these oblig~tions. But then, surely the 

determining poin·::, :i.s -:.:.ha·t, :·~:er8 will coma ::1. time v:hen we shall agree the treaty as 

a w:1ole, and at that tirre ·C.hese can be hard and fast obligations. Indeed, if I may 

say so, q_ui te a loJ" of the dif:i'icu1tie s in this p~rticular document will, we believe, 

be obliterated when we hf),--e rea.~l:.ed ag:>:eement on a draft treaty on ceneral and com

plete disarmament. Tlhen that has happened, these pare;::rtheses here, single and 

double, will easily falJ. awo.~'h oeca.use vr-:J shall lL.~ow oomctly where -;re stand in the 

whole scope of disarmament, regarding ~he matters which o.re spelt out in a general 

manner in this Part I Cioc:m1e:'1t o 

~Iith those introdu~Jtory :~01<1-rks I 1vill now take the liberty of making a few 

sugcestions, not, :."eally ti::inkbc; tlmt they .will be adopted at this time, but in the 

light of the first rcr;,arks which I made 1 that these difficulties will be ironed out 

in time when we reach ag:'::'a ?r.wnt on the substa:J.tiYe ·0reaty. 
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I ta.ke, first, parag:i:aph 2 at, -~he bottom of the first page of the document, 

the portion in single parenthesis, the words which the United States would like to 

have here: 

"(Taking into account paragraph 1 abcve and the requirements of the 

United Nations Pea~e Force provided ror below, to provide, with 

respect to the military e~tq,blishment of every nation, for: ) 11 

(ENDC /40 /?-ev .1.~) 

lilay I say tb.at, in my view, this links up with tho double parenthesis in article 3, 

-::10m ·agree -- and l1.ere I express ·0he vi:Jw of the C.elegation of In<lia that there 

should be only non-nuclear arman1ent:::; for tLe U:1i·~9d lJations pe&ce force, then this 

part in single parenthesisi whbh t:O.e UnH,ed States would like to have in, can well 

be maintained, Therefore in certain c1rcumctan~en we have no objection at all to 

the United Sta·hes p::~.renthesis, the ci:!:"Cll"''S·~ances being that a firm decision be 

ta;::en in due course thA-t the United Nations peace force will be armed only with non

nuclear weapons. 

Now I should like to mention t:he double parenthesis at the top of page 2, 

w·hich refern to "a period of years" fo:;:-.general and complete disarmament to be 

completed. I must confess th~t I was a little surprised to find that this was in 

double par0nthesis and in fact '"T::1.S not without pc.renthesis. I will say why •. I had 

thought tha-i:, the vievr had ~)ee~ expressed f:;:-om all n.:cou..'1.d our· Committee that it 

should be possible to work out the -~cta.J. ne:;:iod o:? -til!le in vrhich general and complete 

disarmament would be completed. I shoulu like to refer to Mr. Cavelletti 1s state

m9nt of 11 April: 

"The time-J.imit for the treP,ty v.r::.ll be the sum of the periods we 

set for the various measures anU. ·~he va:;:io'.ls stn.ges of general and 

complete diRarmr.ment ~ as we p:.. oceeC. vith Jvhe formulation o:1: the treaty. 

~here woulQ thus be an agreed time-limit for the whole treaty. 11 

(El~DG.~!l8, p.36) 
I supported this in ~ statement which I maae ~~8diately after the representative of 

Italy, and I believe thn.t other 0tatements have been ~ade to the same effect by 

Powers associated with It'1ly, thougi:1 I c~r.not q_-:J.cte them. 

But I will draw attention to a part 0f the co~~unique after the meeting of 

Commonwealth Prime Liinis ... .;a:;:::; in f1iarcL i96J. 1 bclie7e it wus ou:.: colleague from 

Romania vrC.o on 24 Hay drew attenti.cr1 -~o tl:"'+. ~o:rununique. He pointed out that its 
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paragraph 3 (b) said that the programi'IlC of disar;nament, once sta:..·ted; should be con

tinuous without interruption u:J.til ::ompleted (El.JDG/PV. 41, p. 6). From that, p].us 

the fact that the Joir.t S~atement of Agreed Prin-;:)iples (ZtJDC/5) says that each stage 

of disarmament must be t.O'Ilpleted ~-n a specified period. of time, it follows that we 

can fix the time for the overa:::Cl (t:LsP-rmL;n~nt, ple,aj 2-lJ.d. I take it that my collefl,gues 

of the United Xingdom, Canada and :r-:i.;;2r .ia are bound by ·thi[: state;nent just as much 

as is the delegation of Indi!t. T:':'erefore I em righ~ in saying that from all parts of 

this House the view has been e;~pre ::::c:sd -~hat -the total le:J.g·th of time wbich will be 

required for general and co;nplete 03.s:nmament is en r,scertai11fl-~le period. f:o I was 

somew:O.a·l; surprised to find ·the dou0le parentl1esis, in fact ~my parenthesi.3 at all, 

around that sentence at the to~ of page 2 7 and I trust that on reconsideration it 

will be possible for those parenthe::wc ·t,o fall away quite quickly. 

I now turn to pa::::-a~ro:Qh 2(b) on pr-,c;'=' 2 1 whic!:l deo.ls with nuclecr weapons,. Let 

me say very briefly that the dnlege:~ion of Imlia ·wuld favour the retention of all 

the wording in paragraph 2(b) -- ·bhat is ~.;o say, including the portions placed in 

parenthesis both by the So·v·iet Unj on and by the Uni-ted states. ~·re would accept the 

wording of both oo-Chai::-: .. a.1, 1:hich shows how liberr,l we are, si nee ·0~1e co~Chairmen 

have suggested alternativ9 wording. Thi~ is a matter of great im?ortance; and even 

if there is a certain an::ount of overlap we consider that it would be better tc te,ke 

both sets of wordi:r1g than to er:r o!l the o:~:po site si:ie, 

I think I am right in saying t1-]llt yes<:,e:cday M:;:. Stelle arguecl that the:..~e was 

not much difference in mer.,ninz l>e:"e; and that vra5 why -~l'J<3 delegation of the United 

States did not think it was necessary t.o iL1.cl:.tde the wording o:: t,he So-.ri.et Union. 

I feel that here w·e can hcve a lit+,lP ove::-···er.1pl-.),;.:-:.s if r;ecessary; le-t us h'1-ve all 

the wording and let the parer·0I:e s2 s 0.rc:p. If -;,;L~ ·~'J·-C'lair!PE_,_ are con-bending tl:a--:., 

they are using words with tile :3a:ne ~eaning;. let the!:t dro:._; the parEmtheses. I think 

that would be a very acce:r;>table w-:-,y -~o :Jol·Te -~his p2.rticular issue. 

I must say I think that thi3 :proposa~- i3 support-ed by tbe statemellt made either 

by l.1r. Dean or by Mr. Stelle :'.n which he agree1 ·l:,hat ro State should 'have these 

dangerous weapons in its b:.mdso He went on -to so.y that he w::1s :1ot quite E'~re w:h.at 

should be the position of 7,he United Hation:::; force: wherea;; be wcs quite sure that 

no State should have these dar:ger~'l3 wea:::>ons in its ba!ld.3. It secn1s to us to be 

a natural step from saying that no ~-+;ate should haYe -~hese weapons in its hands to 

realizing that it would be impossibL: for the United Nations :pecce force to have 
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ti1ese weapons ln it,s hands. Fer if no State shonJd ha,v-o toese \vea~>uns in its ha..:1ds, 

then where would such weapons be stored, manufactured, tested, and so on, if the 

United Nations peace force were to have theo? I am sp9a.h:L1.g no,v purely in terms of 

formal logic 7 although ou:r objed,ion to these weapons in the hands of Jc,he United 

Hat ions peace force is much deeper. ~'!e ilo _"lot thinl: that it is really practicable 

for no State to have these weapons &.nd yet for the Uni·~ed Nations :?eacc force to have 

them. 

7ith great res:>ect to any doubts ths,t any delegations might have on this subject, 

I would submit that it is im:possible to conceive of general and complete disarmament 

in a ::;>eaceful world to take the phrase ~sed by President Kennedy and by the 

United States delegation in all thew~ do0<.1.ments -- while someone has the possibility 

of using nuclear weapons with -!iheir appal::.ing Ci.estructive ca::;>acity, not just at the 

moment at which they arv_ used, but on future generations. This is a law of dest::uc

tion to which we canno-t subscribe at all. As has been pointed out today already, the 

re?resentative of India at this Cowmittec has stated categorically the view of the 

Government of India 1 that we can never agree to the prospect of the United Na"i:,ions 

peace force being armed with wecpons of oass destruction of this c:1nracter. 

Liay I now turn to paragraph 2 (g) 7 denling with the discontinuance of all 

military expenditure~? We should like to see added here that e1q>enditu.re on 

military research should be prohibited. We think it might be possible to say, 

"Discontinuance of all military expenditure from all sources, including expenditure 

on research on military weapons." If we added the words "from all sour.Jes" after 

"all military ex.pendi ture" 1 perhaps that would co·~er the point which the Soyiet 

delegation has put into du-:1ble :Pa~enthasis~ and the parenthesis ~0uld in due course 

fall away. 

I now turn to page 5, paragraph 2(:.;), dealing with 11 (peaceful and neighbourly 

relations) 11 and 11 {(peaceful and friend!:;. ('oexistence and co~operatic:l) )n. I hec;.rd 

Mr. Stelle or Hr. Dean say tl1.at the Soviet Union l::.ad a sort of patent on ·i/J::.e word 

"coe;~istence''. I must beg to differ from them. I am sure that they read English 

literature and I hope ·~hey hc.Ye both read T. S. Eliot 1 s a Four Quartets 11
• Originally 

T. S. 2liot was an lilll.erican, but now he is :arHish. I-:!e is a very grea-~ poet. In 

"Burnt Norton", "rhich was publish8d in 1940 and is the first of the 112!'our Quartets", 

the w·ord "coexistence" will be found. ~·l:1e word is not a patent of any country, and 

as someone interested in literature I object to -~hat view. i.'.S" 2liot is the 
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greatest living poet, by com;non agreeme:..1t, in the mglish language, and he used the 

word "coexistence" before it was employed in General Assembly resolutions, or by the 

Soviet Union, or even by the delegation of India. 

Perhaps if we can accept the position that -this word "coexistence" is not a 

patent of any country~ it might be possible to iron out this matter, again by using 

most of the words in both parentheses, and perhaps by dropping the word "the 11 before 

"principles". I think some stress was laid. on the word. 11 the" by +.he representative 

of the United States; he thought that it was difficult to discern these principles 

so accurately. If the word "the" is dropped, then one can talk of 11 b:1sing relations 

with each other on principles of", and both sets of words could be used after that 

without doing violence to anyone's concept of inte=national life. 

I now turn to the last parag1"aph on which I wish to comment: article 3, 

paragraph 3. This is an important paragraph dealing with the United Hat ions peace 

force. Again, it is our hope that all the parentheses ce-n disap:;:>ear. There is a 

long parenthesis put in by the delegation of the United States, and we would accept 

the sense of it very happily. ".'le would also plead strongly for the acceptance of the 

words "((in accordance with the United Nations Charter))" to be found in the second 

and third lines of that paragraph, I cannct quite see that it is desirable to omit 

t~::.o.se words. I should have thought that it was a matter of great reuret that so far 

Article 43 of the United Nations Charter had not fructified. In ot;1cr words, the 

Charter of the United Nations does provide for a force, but unfortunc:tely the 

arrangements under vrhich that force is to be brought into being have never been com

pleted. 

~nmt we are saying l1cre is that we all acce:pt tl1e obligation, in accordance 

with the United lJations Charter, to carry out provisions of the Charter which, 

unfortunately, have so far not been carried out. I should have thought that we 

should all be very glad indeed that ·:rhat Imd not hapiJeneC:. so far was going to happen 

no,.,, and that a fur-ther and absolutely categorical assurance was being given here 

that this would be carried out, unlike the obligation in the Charter which says that 

this will be carried out in a certain com:;:>licated wevy. HerA is somet:1ing which I 

should nave thoug.i1t we should all accept very readily. 

I have alreevdy talked about t!1e <mrd "non-nuclear" 1 and I do not have to streso 

the point again, important though it is. As I have said, we feel that the last 

par"'::; which the United States delegation would like to have in this parag=::1pl:7 and 
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to >ii.1ich the Soviet _delegation has apparently objected, should be included. We 

thiru~ it is a valuable addition, and at the very most it might be turned around 

somewhat. If the Soviet delegation cannot accept this exact wording, surely it 

should accept the almost similar wording contained in the Joint Principles, on which 

this wording is based. We would hope that this could be done and tha-'l1, by thus 

removing all three sets of brackets suggested by both sides, paragra?h 2 could fall 

into place in an agreed manner. 

l.tt. :ab.JEK (Czechoslovakia): Before discussing the Working Draft, the 

Czechoslovak delegation would also like to express.its full agreement with the state

ment made at our meeting yesterday by the Soviet delegation regarding the United 

states nuclear tests at high altitudes. ile have already had an opportunity in this 

Committee to voice the position of the Czechoslovak Government de?loring the 

resumption of nuclear tests in the atmosphere by the United States as a heavy blow 

to the Committee, to the question of disarmament, to efforts to bring about an 

improvement in the international climate, and to the.cause of peace itself. 

The United States nuclear explosions at high altitudes may have very serious 

consequences the extent of which is incalculable even hy scientists. '.i'hese explosions, 

which may interrupt radio communications for a long period, constitute a serious 

threat to important factors of ·international coexist~nce and co-operation. They may 

affec-'l1 air and sea transport in particular and may endanger research in outer space, 

where man 1 s endeavour has recorded ma.griificent achievemen·l;s in recent times both by 

Soviet and by United States scientists. It is also necessary to point out that the 

United States explosions at high altitudes may cause serious disturbances in the 

higher strata of the ionosphere and will considerably increase the danger to humanity 

resulting from radioactive fall-out. 

As was stated by our Romanian colleague, the news this morning about the failure 

of one of these tests does not in any way diminish these risks and preoccupations. 

On the contrary, it creates a new risk which, again, is so far incalculable. These 

tests are also a marked example of how serious is the attitude of the United States 

Government in proclaiming that outer space should be used only for peaceful purposes. 

On the one hand, the United States delegation pressed that the question of the peace

ful use of outer space should be given priority of discussion by the Committee of 

the i'Ihole; and on the other hand, as we saw when we discussed the first stage of 

general and complete disarmament, it refused to adopt the proposal -~o eliminate all 

nuclear weapon vehicles in the first stage, which would really lead to the attainment 

of this objective. 
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l:Ioreover, the present United States high-altitude tests marl>. the beginning of a 

new intensification of the nuclear arms race, and in outer space itself. There is 

no need to emphasize that this decision of the United States Government is a further 

obstacle to co-operation and will obstruct efforts to save outer space for peaceful 

purposes only. It is obviously a complication to our work in this Committee. 'l'he 

Czechoslovak delegation regards the United States nuclear tests at high altitudes as 

a further regrettable step taken by the United States Government, which will bear 

full responsibility for all the consequences that may ensue therefrom. 

Eaving said this, I should like to mah:e some comments on the ~Torldng Draft of 

:Part I of the treaty on general and complete disarmrunent proposed by t::.1e Soviet 

Union and the United States, witb. the differences seJ.; out in that draft. '::he 

Czechoslovak delegation regards these three articles, tl1e draft of which we are con

sidering today, as a very important part of the future treaty. Indeed, they set 

forth the extent of the disarmament obligations which States will unde:Ltake by signing 

the treaty. They also contain the main principles of control, and measures for the 

settlement of disputes under conditions of general and complete disarmament. 

Figuratively speaking, Part I constitutes a skeleton of the wl1ole programme of 

general and complete disarmament, whic:1 is worked out in detail in t,he following 

parts and articles of the draft treaty. It is natural that the main differences of 

views which we hn,ve been witnessing in our whole debate appear in the serious effort 

to formulate Part I of the treaty. It is possible to resolve these differences only 

if we approach the task from the common basis on which vre in this Committee are working 

and which we are trying to solidify and widen. In this sense my delegation would 

like to express its appreciation of the genuine and sincere effort manifested just 

novr i:::1 the speech of the representative of India, r!.lr. LalL I thinl:. vre should all 

study his suggestions -- I am sure we shall -- and try to follow l1is e:~ample in 

finding ways to bridge these gaps and to eliminate these brackets anc double brackets. 

I think it is necessary t~1at we should all stand firmly on this basis of common 

endeavour; and in this sense it is necessary for us to insist on the provisions of 

Part I being clear, ac.curate and binding -to the maximum degree; tl:en the later 

work of the Committee in elaborating individual measures of the treaty on general 

and complete disarmament will be substantially facilitated. On the other hand, 

if we allow in Part I ambiguities or provisions Vlhicl1 might have a double interpre

tation, we shall be faced with a number of obstacles and the main tasl.: before the 
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Committee-- that is, elaborating the treaty on general and complete disarmament -

will be made considerably more difficult. This is the principal standpoint from 

which the Czechoslovak delegation proceeds in considering the draft of Part I sub

mitted by the two co-Chairmen. 

Although we have a number of observations to make, as certainly all our 

colleagues on the Committee have, I would like to limit, myself to the following, 

because the others have been covered in observations made by other socialist dele

gations and by some other colleagues who have spoken before me. 

First of all, as to what should remain of arms and armed forces after completion 

of the general and complete disarmament programme -- that is, in ar-ticle 1, para

graph l(b), paragraph 2(a), and article 3, paragraph 4 --, we believe it is correct 

that the treaty should stipulate that the states should have at their disposal 

strictly limited contingents of police or militia equip~ed with corresponding weapons. 

Indeed, the very concept of general and complete disarmament presupposes and demands 

that all armed forces and their armaments should be disbanded and eliminated, includ

ing their specific organization, structure and internal order which corresponds to 

the functions and tasks to be discharged by armed forces. These functions and tasks, 

to be carried out by forces left to the States after completion of general and com-

plete disarmament both on an internal and international scale -- would be fully 

secured by the police or militia units. 

This is not a question of semantics, as is often argued here; it is a question, 

not of titles, but of principle which follows directly from the mission which armed 

forces on the one hand and police units or militia on the other hand are to fulfil. 

The difference in substance lies in particular in the fact that armed forces are 

capable not only of individual actions but also of war operations. To these tasks 

and functions correspond the whole organizational pattern and armament of the armed 

forces on the one hand, and of the police or militia units on the other hand. There

fore, the demand that under conditions of general and complete disarmament states 

should be left only with the contingents of police or militia for the implementation 

of tasks envisaged in the treaty on general and complete disarmament is fully justi

fied and well grounded. 

The Czechoslovak delegation deems it well-founded that Part I of the treaty on 

general and complete disarmament should contain an explicit obligation of States to 

refrain from using the contingents of police or militia remaining at their disposal 
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upon completion--of gerieraT·-an_a complete disarmamen-t in any manner other than for the 

safeguarding of the internal security of S~ates 1 or for the discharge of their 

obligations to maintain international peece and security under -uhe United Nations 

Charter, as is proposed in articie 3; pafa~raph 4 1 by tho .Soviet delegation. 

It is our belief that this provision should be acceptable- also to the delegations 

of the Western Powers, since it seems to us to corrc3pond to al: iG.ca that came' from 

their ranks. In fact, on 24 May the reprGsentfl..tive of Ito.Jy, Mr. CaYalle-tti, voiced 

concern that States with a large population illight misuse their numerically superior 

police or militia units for aggressive actions against thei:o: weaker neigh:)ours 

(EHDC/.PV .41, p .33). The undertaking of the obligation proposed by the Soviet dele

gation would-help to eliminate that danger and would give a sound bfl..sis for elimina

ting it completely. 

One of the ~asic tasks of the general and complete dj_sarmament programme is to 

deliver mankind fr0m ~he danger of a destructive nuclear war once and for all. In 

this sense I think we all agree here, although·we mey and do differ as to the stage in 

which this-danger should be eliminated. 

In our view, the treaty on general and comple·te disarmament cannot iimit itself 

to-provisions concerning the physical destruction of the existing stoclr,piles J£-these 

weapons and the prohibition ·of their production. A significan-t step toward permanent 

elimination of the threat of a nuclear war, as well as of a ~~ar where other types of 

weapons of mass destruction would be used, demands an e;~licit prohibition of these 

weapons. What pu:.zles me in this regard is the opposition of the United States 

delegation and its allies to having such a provision in article 1. ~here can be only 

one explanation: it seems that r:uclea:o: weapcns, -as the basis of their military and 

strategic concepts, have got hold of the thiru{ing of the military and political 

leaders of the NATO countries to such f',n oxtont that they simply cannot imagine a 

world free from nuclear bombs. ~horefore 7 they appear to try to preserve nuclear 

bombs, and, together with them, t~1e possibility of unleashing a nuclen.r war. 

I have had an opportunity of speaking on this subject on several previous 

occasions, and so I am not going to dwell on it any longer. But that seems to be the 

only reason which explains why the United States del2gation refuses to agree tocthe 

strict prohibition of nuclear weapons and other weapons cf mass destruction~ They 

are trying to convince us that such a prohibition is s1.rperfluous since full 

liquidation of s-~ocl<:.s o£ nuclear weapons anrl the prohibition of their produ:ction 

would., ·allegedly, also eliminate their use; this was maintained at our meeting 

yesterday by the repTesentative of the United Kingdom, l:.ir. G::>dber. 
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This argument, however, seems to be disproved -- or at least seriously 

weakened -- by the fact that the United States at least admits, and even seems to 

presur::;,>ase, that the peace force should.be equipped vrith nuclear vreapons. This 

appears clearly from the discussion on this subject and from the repeated statements 

by the representatives of the United States that in this respect the United States 

Government has not taken any decision. If it has not taken any decision, it must 

admit the possibility of equipping the peace force with these weapons. That means 

that even after the completion of general and complete disarmament nuclear weapons 

would continue to exist, and even to be used. So while there was in the treaty a 

formal agreement that nuclear weapons should be eliminated, those wea]ons would be 

reintroduced by the back door, so to speak, of the peace force. 

There is another deep contradiction in the position of the United States -- a 

contradiction which was very ably pointed out just now by the representative of 

India. That is that on the one hand the United States delegation ~ssures us that 

the United States outline ~nvisages the complete elimination of all existing stock

piles of nuclear weapons arid the complete prohibition of their production, while on 

the other hand it envisages admitting -- or not excluding -- the equi?ment of the 

peace force with these weapons. This rc.ises the question: From ·whore would the 

peace force, if it were to be equipped with nuclear weapons, get these weapons? 

Where would they be manufactured, and so on? If in keeping with the United States 

outline all nuclear weapons would be liquidated and their production prohibited, and 

if in keeping with the assurance we get from the Western delegations the nuclear 

weapons would be completely eliminated, then it would be impossible to equip anyone 

with them, even tho peace force. Then what is the reason for the Un1ted States 

delegation's refusal to agree to the explicit provision that the peace force should 

be equipped only with non-nuclear arms? If, however, the United States envisages 

the equipping of the peace force with nuclear armaments, its representatives cannot 

assert that the United States outline envisages the com?lete liquidation of nuclear 

weapons and the complete prohibition of their production. 

:r'he two possibilities cannot exist at the same -time, and I must s·0ate with 

regret that the position hold by the United States delegation seems to testify to 

the fact that what the United States envisages is the second alternative: that is, 

the alternative which leads to the legalization of nuclear weapons and to their 

permanent preservation, e;en af·t.er the completion of general an<'!. complete disarma

ment. Thus also, of course, tha danger of a nuclear war would continue to exist. 
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In our Vie·VI there'·can be -no doubts and no exceptions in the question of the 

complete elimination of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction. The 

nature of nuclear vreapons is such that the very idea of ensuring, order, security and 

peace by means of nuclear ·bombs is paradoxical. I would even.say it is monstrous; 

and., of course, condemnable. Therefore a strict prohibition of·nuclear weapons, 

which would lay upon states not only moral obligations but also definite .obligations 

in the sphere· ofr international law, is a necessary part of the treaty on general and 

co~~lete disarmament. 

Concerning military expenditures, referred to in article 1, parcgra?h 2(g), the 

Czechoslovak delegation believes that it is in no way sufficient if States undertake 

an obligation J.:.o discontinue them in their State budgets only.,. At our meeting on 

1 June the United state.s representative said that what the Soviet Union proposed to 

add concerning organizations or private individuals we..s unclean to him 

(:;!:}'IDC/l'V.47, p.21). Jith all respect, I must say that this surprises the 

Czechoslovak delegation a little, coming from a represento.tive of the United states. 

The role played by the German monopolies such as l~pp and Thyssen, and other 

organizations and individuals, in the financing of the Freikorps, Schwarze Reichswehr, 

etc., in violation of disarmament obligations laid upon Germany by the provisions 

of the Versailles Treaty is a commonplace. This, ·of course, was far back in the 
1-::.wenties and 'thirties, but there is no need to go so far back into histqry {l.S 

that; and here I submit that the United 5~ates delegation is obviously better 

informed in'this respect than anybody else. 

:lliy not recall the role played by the United Fruit Company i~ the fin~ncing 

and organizing of the attack by Castillo Armas bands from Honduras an~ Nicaragua 

against Guatemala in 1954? The United States delegation could perhaps say better 

than anybody else vn~o paid for-- and who'pays for-- tho gangs of ~ercenaries to 

fight against the Republic of Cuba; who financed their expensive ?reparation and 

training at sucil bases as Retalhuleu in Guatemala and elsewhere; and who made 

available means for the criminal adventure which ended in failure at ~laya Giron 

and Bai!ia de los Co chinos last April? Here, as I thinlr Llr. Dean will certainly 

adn1it, it was not a question of a simple purchase of hunting weapons. And, since 

lllr. Dean maintained that in the United States and II in most other countries' private 

in&ividuals do not engage in military expenditures" (ibid.), are we to understand 
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that these acts were financed from the State budget of the United Stctos -- as was 

suggested by Fidel Castro and by the Cuban Government? in this case I am afrnid 

that in examining the State budget of the United States we would have much more 

difficulty than ~~. Stelle has suggested one would have in examining the State budget 

of the Soviet Union, and perhaps of other socialist States. 

Another example from recent history is the role played by the Union Miniere in 

the arming and maintenance of armed bands in Katanga. I would like to quote an 

authoritative statement on this by the President of Ghana, Dr .• Kwn.me Hkrumah, at the 
',,,' 

96lst plenary ~eeting of the General Assembly, at the fifteenth session, on 

7 I1larch 1961: 

"Through the control of the Congo banking facilities, the Belgian 

GoVernment or, if not the Belgian Government itself, financial 

interests in Belgium closely associated with the Government have 

had_money at their disposal to hire mercenaries from abroad and 

to purchase the most modern and up-to-date arms and munitions." 

(Official Records of the Gene~al Assembly, Fifteenth Session, 

96lst plenary meeting, paragraph 75) 

All this leads my delegation to support the inclusion of the paragraph on military 

expenditures in Part I of the treaty, article lt ~s proposed by the delegation of 
' > 1

, I!' 1 

the Soviet Union. 

In concluding, I should like to say that the document submitted by the two 

co-Chairmen on Part I of the treaty on general and complete disarmament reflects the 

measure of agreement reached and the differences in opinion still e1tisting on this 

issue. '1e do not close our eyes to the fact that these ar~ major differences. 

However, as I said previously, we appreciate a~y honest effort to eliminate the 

brackets and double brackets in order_to bridge the existing gaps. 

~'Te shall find it necessary to come back to these differences in due time and 

try for a rapprochement, or to iron them out. The delegations of the socialist 

countries are doing and will do everything within their power in order that agree

ment .may be reached. Vle feel that it will be necessary to put aside the old lines 

of thinking and the old concepts which have been mentioned here. and vrhich seem to 

us to be still predominant in the ~hinking of the NATO countries, namely, their 

reliance on the nuclear weapons deterrent, their desire to replace general and 

com2lete disarmament by arms control, and so forth. 
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In conclusion1 I should like to say that, if all sides involved w·ill show 

sufficient gcodwill, it should be possible to reach a satisfactory solution on the 

wording of Part I of the treaty in our further deliberations. 

111r. CAVALLETTI (Italy} (translation from French): The I-talian delegation 

has given its full attention to the consideration of the later stages of disarma

men-'c, to which the Conference l~as devoted the meetings of the las·~ fe,·r weeks, and has 

listened with particular interest to the detailed explanations given by the United 

States and Soviet delegations concerning those stages. i1iy delegation wishes to 

express its satisfaction at the serious and detailed study of this draft, the first 

reading of which is already well advanced and will probably be completed before the 

Conference adjourns. 

ile are thus beginning to have a more complete picture of the j_)roblems involved, 

and, though I am aware of the difficulties that lie ahead, I am convinced that this 

month's work has at least improved our understanding of each others' ?roblems. In 

this process of clarification I think the assistance given by the delegations of 

the new members of the Conference has been valuable, and I am sure it .. wil:J.._~~~~inue 

to be so, thus constituting a most useful element for our future.~greements. This 

op·t;imistic vievr may be somewhat darkened by the tone of certain statements made 

yesterday by the delegations of the So.cialist countries. Those were not positive 

elements for the atmosphere or the smooth progress of our work. 

But my delegation wishes to examine the substance of the problems and the 

essential character of our deb~tes, which in the main are quite encouraging. We do 

not fee~ discouraged, even when we note that the working draft of ?art I of the 

treaty represents only partial agreement. Everyone was aware from the outset that 

the task of this Conference w-as extremely difficult, anC. it is in the light of these 

difficulties, which were well lmown and taken into account, that we must interpret 

and evaluate the progress of our work during the first reading of the draft treaty. 

In its statement on 24 May last the Italian deleGation, while speaking on the 

first stage of disarmament (ffi~DC/PV.41, pp.27 et seq.), had occasion to make certain 

comments on the second and third stages of the two draft treaties, with particular 

reference to the transition from one stage to another, the powers of the 

Disarmament Organization and the international police forces of the United Nations. 
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I shall therefore confine myself today to a few further remarks on these later stages 

of disarmament, endeavouring to follow the logical line our work snould take in order 

that the treaty which the Conference will be called upon to adopt at some future 

time may emerge from the various proposals before us. 

At the meeting on 31 May, :Mr. Godber, the United·Kingdom representative, gave 

us (roiOC/PV.46, pp.21 et seq.) a comparative survey of the two disarmament plans 

with particular reference to the second stage, which was also characterized b;y- a 

feeling of confidence I fully share. But although it is true that vn~en we consider 

the last stage of the treaty the common objective is clearly apparent, it is none 

the less true that the ways proposed for reaching the objective are still very 

different, that is to say, there is serious disagreement on the measures to be 

included in the various stages of the treaty. 

In proposing a toast at a luncheon, an eminen~ colleague compared our work to the 

jumping course at a horse show. Taking up this apt comparison we might say that in 

reality we are confronted with two possible courses, one of which is short but 

bristles with extremely difficult, perhaps insurmountable obstacles, while the other 

is longer but has easier fences which we are confident of being able to jump. 

I do not wish to revert to certain reasons which should prompt us to take the 

less difficult course. I have already referred in a previous statemen·b to the 

necessity of adopting a gradual method of disarmament, in order to provide for the 

gradual rebuildinG of mutual trust and to overcome material or technical difficulties 

in the destruction of armaments. These are, moreover, fundamental questions, which 

have also been discussed at length by other delegations. But since vre are discussing 

the second stage, I should li~e to add that the very concept of a treaty in several 

stages, which is accepted by everyone here, suggests that we should ~read the 

different disarmament measures over each stage. In my view, the very idea of 

stages has inherent in it the adoption of a gradual and progressive system, in the 

sense that all the different disarmament measures should be homogeneously distributed 

over the various stages of the treaty. 

If you tried to concentrate a particular disarmament measure in a single stage 

say the total elimination of certain categories of weapons-- you could not avoid 

a serious imbalance which might prevent disarmament from being carried out. For 

instance, the main Soviet proposal for the second stage-- the total elimination of 

nuclear weapons-- again raises the whole problem and all the difficulties arising 
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i~ the first stage in connexion with another total measure proposed by the Soviet 

delegation: the elimination of vehicles. I am aware that for both propo-sals, 

particul~ly the total elimination of nuclear weapons in the second stage, the 

socialist delegations have a reason which seems valid. ~his is the desire to give 

priority .to r:emoving the most serious danger..,.- that of nuclear war. Who would not 

be in favour of removing this terrible danger as quickly as possible? But it must 

really be possible to do so. In our opinion, this most formidable danger cannot, 

unfortuna~ely, be entirely eliminated until the end of. the process of general and com

plete disarmament, when all the means of waging war, both nucleer and conventional, 

will have been liquidated and the world is organized for peace. bny other .solution 

vrould be illusory and would only serve to give the peoples a false sense of. : 

security. 

For it must not be forgotten that in the second stage a large contingent of 

armed forces.:is retained, both under the Soviet plan and under the American plan. 

Since these forces, with their weapons, remain in· service; the danger of war is not 

eliminated. The retained forces, whose armament we do not know precisely under the 

Soviet pl,an, might commit an act of aggression. A few weeks would then be enough 

for the conflict to turn into a ~uclear war. 

The discoveries of science cannot be eliminated or erased from human memo.ry. 

-:.·re lmow that the application of the treaty would not prevent the existence of 

factori.es for the production of missiles and nuclear materials intend~d, ·of course, 

for peac~ful purposes. But once war had b,roken out it would be aasy to convert 

these establishments to military production, and before very long the conflict would 

inevitably turn into a nuclear war. 

It may be objected.that under the Soviet proposals States would have to assume 

a legal obligation not to .use nuclear w;eapons. The Soviet delegation has ·told us 

that according to its proposals the use of those weapons would be a crime against 

international law. Is it this legal protection that would guaran-'.;,ee us against a 

nuclear war if a conventional war were to start~ We should like to believe it, 

because we stand for a peaceful world organized on the basis of international law. 

But to prevent the infringement of this legal rule a United Nations international 

polica for~e. sufficiently strong to enforce respect for international law would ·be 

required as early as the second stage. ~'Te know this is not easy, because 

organization for peace and the international ?Olice forces will not have reached 

their full development until the end of the disarmament process. lforeover, the 
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Sovie~ delegation, which proposes making a legal rule against the use of nuclear 

vreapons, seems io be opposed, so far, to the constitution of a real international 

police force. 

In our opinion, it is not the question of the armament of this peace force, 

which was raised again this morning by the representatives of Romania, India and 

Czechoslovakia, that is the heart of the problem at ;resent. ~That is causing us 

concern is that the delegations of the socialist countries seem opposed to the very 

princi:ple of the e1dstence of international forces capable of guaranteeing us a 

peaceful world in which the smallest countries would be properly pro-~ected. 

Thus the radical measures proposed by the Soviet delegation for the first and 

second stages do not ensure that a nuclear war could not develop from any future 

conflict. Real security must be found in the abolition of all weapons, whether 

nuclear or conventional. This objective can only be attained by t~e gradual execu

tion of a disarmament plan under which some of the weapons in every category are 

eliminated at each stage. 

Once the logical force of this necessity is accepted, once such a method has 

been agreed on, I am convinced that we shall not have muc~ difficulty in agreeing 

on the time-limits for each stage and for the treaty as a whole. ~bis is the pro

blem which :Mr. Llacovescu, the representative of Romania, referred to this morning 

L~ his comments on certain statements made previously by my delegation. rJr. Lall, 

the re:;_:>resenta-0ive of India, was als:..; govd - I ' ' -e:-:..;-_:G_: -v:=1 q_1:2·,:, J ·j_;_:._2 SG s~~te~ents by the 

Italiat"l delegation. I should like to reassure l'!lr. Ilacovescu and I.:Ir. Lall that 

neither the Italian delegation nor, I thiru~, any other delegation here, wishes to 

prolonc the disarmament process unnecessarily, provided that it is a?~lied in accord

ance ,·rith balanced criteria which can rcn,lly ensure mu-bual security. 

I should no~·r like to say a few vrords on the difficulties of verifying the 

applica·tion of the measures provided for in the second stage, if we accept the 

Soviet proposal calling for tne totn,l elimination of nuclear weapons. I will not 

go into the teclmical details, although they are fundamental. For we lmow that in 

the 2resent state of science, verification of the total elimination of nuclear bombs 

involves serious difficulties which would have to be overcome by detailed studies. 

I only wish to consider the logical data of such verification. I have already 

followed a similar argument chain of reasoning with regarC. to the total elimination 

of nuclear wea?on vehicles in the first stage, asking the Soviet delegation for 

precise explanations. 
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~'Te agree that for a partial disarmament measure there should be :_Jartial control, 

by zones or otherwise, in order to prevent unduly extensive control-creating dangers 

of w:1at the Soviet delegation calls "espionage". :SUt I think we also cgree that for 

total disarmament there must be total control. The Soviet delegation has spoken of 

100 per cent control of the elimination of vehicles. Now in practice it is impossible 

to apply partial control and total control during one and the srumc stage of 

disarmament. If, in the same stage, whether it be the first or the second, partial 

disarmament measures-- armed forces and conventional vea::ons ---are mixed with total 

measures-- elimination of vehicles and bombs-- it becooes impossible to cpply control. 

The a2?lication of total control in a given sector, whct~er it be nuclear weapons, 

delivery vehicles or nuclear weapons themselves, would be superim2osed on the partial 

control prescribed for the other measures. 

~~ere are only two alternatives: either we have total control of all armaments 

before the first stage, which is not acce::table to tne Soviet delegation, or control 

is inadequate. For the forces retained in service, whether in the first or the 

second stage, should only be subject to partial control, since they are subject to 

a :;_Jartial disarmament measure. But, I as:k again, how can we make sure that these 

forces are not equip~ed with nuclear weapon vehicles or nuclear bombs that should 

have 'been eliminaJiied i~ the first or the second stage? :L:Iow can we verify that, 

wi":il1ou·~ applying the total control which the Soviet delegation is only willing to 

accept at the end of general and complete disarmament? 

Once again you can see that a sense of realism, even in regard to control, leads 

us to favour c gradual application of disar~ament wit~ a rational and balanced dis

tribution of all the measures in each stage. 

The C:Et~:L'J;~lliN (Unit,ed States of .America): In my capacity as the 

representative of the United states I should li:-~:.e to ma:~e the following statement. 

Alt~ough t:~ee or four of my past several 3tatements have been devoted to the 

problem of the elimination of nuclear weayons during the course of general and com

plete disarmament, the representative of the Soviet Union has not, I am sorry to 

say, so far been convinced, because he appears ·t.o con-~inue to make his attacks, 

whic:h I submit are without foundation, on the United States progr.arJme on this 

subjec-~. Indeed 1 Lr. Zorin's statements on 1 June and 4 June appearocl to me to be 

further examples of his efforts in this regard. I huvo t~e im~rossion that 
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l!Ir. Zorin has been trying to cultivate the idea that the United 3-0a-'lies is somehow 

opposed to concrete provisions for the total liquida-~ion of nucleo.r weapons from 

the arsenals of every state. Hothing, I assure the Committee, could be further·from 

tl1e truth. 

7oday I shall use the occasion of a review of some ~arts of stage II of the 

United States treaty outline to make our position clear beyond the shadow of a 

doubt. It seems to me that common sense and simple logic alone would be sufficient 

to bring any objective student of the disarmament problem to the conclusion that the 

continued possession of nuclear weapons by any nation must be incomyatible with 

general and comple-~e disarmament. In fact, possession of such wea:;:ons by a 

sup?osedly disarmed State vrould amount to a contradiction in terms • 

.b.rticle 1, paragra:;;>:h 2 of t~1e ~'forking Draft of ?ar-~ I of the treaty 

(ZJ.IDC/40, Rev~l) s:-:.ows no disagreement between the Soviet and Uni·0ed 3tates delega

tions on this issue of eliminating nuclear weapons from national arsenals. -:;re are 

not in agreement, to be sure, on whether the future Uni·bed Nations peace force 

should have any nuclear weapons, the difference between us being t:1at the Soviet 

Union would wis:1 to prohibit this categorically right novr, whereas -~he United 

S'tiates would prefer to leave the question open for later decision. -.7hen we say 

"leave the question open for later decision", what we mean is tha-t t~1e decision 

should depend upon reaching broader agreement on the details of the treaty, and upon 

the views of all thG nations that might wish to come in and sign the treaty. Having 

taken ·!ihese things into consideration, we should then decide whetl1er we think it 

wise -'uo say that the United lJo.tions peace force should not have any nuclear arms 

under a..'ly circumstances, even though it migh·t subsequently be discovered that some

one else had nuclear arms. I think that this is about as clear as I can make it. 

There is a complete identity between the Soviet Union and t~1e United States 

on .Jlihe :point that there should not be any nationally-hold nuclear arms. Since this 

is the case, the difficulties remaining are not those of fundamen~al objectives 

but only of means or modalities, how we shall go about liquidatinG nuclear weapons 

anc hovr we shall allocate the various ste:;?s to the various stages of t~1e 

disarmament process. 

The United Gtates has ::1ever doubted -~hat ste::;>s should be undor-0a::en as early 

as :JOSsible to start the world clearly on the road to d.e:::mcleariz~;~ion. ·For this 

re:::1son we have included various measures in each of the t~rree staGes of our 
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It is our intention that the first stage should freeze the 

competition in the production of nuclear weapo.ns at its present point and then begin 

to reduce existing stocks. The second stage is to make very great inroads into 

existing· weapons stockpiles. The third stage is to witness their total elimination. 

Let me enumerate again the measure·s which we propose for the first stage. The 

five -c·onerete steps would p:::.-ovide for the following: 

First, the cessation of the production of fissionable materials for use in 

nuclear weapons. 

Second, the transfe:::.- of an agreed quantity of fissionable materials to purposes 

other than for use in nuclear weapons. 

Third, -bhe transfer of fiss:i.onable materials between States for peaceful uses 

of nuclear energy only. 

Fourth, an agreement on the non-transfer of nuclear weapons to non-nuclear 

Powers. 

Fifth, prohibition of nuclear weapons tests if no prior agreement on this 

measure has been reached. 

Several misconceptions would ~ppear to have arisen in connexion with the extent 

and significance of these IT.easures proposed for the first stage. Therefore it seems 

to me that this is a good time to dispose of whatever doubts may exist. 

For example, the representative of India, Mr. Lall suggested on l June that the 

Western plan did not provide for a progressive squeezing down across the board of all 

arms components to zero, as we have claimed, because; he pointed out, in the first 

stage, while the United States plan propose G. a 30 pe:::.- cent c-:.1t in nuclear weapon 

vehicles and conventional armaments, it did nothing to cut nuclear weapons themselves 

(ENDC/PV.47, pp. 12 et seq.). Let us examine this to see if the conclusion is well 

founded. 

In the first place, our United Kingdom colleague made yesterday the very sound 

point that a percentage cut in nuclear weapon vehicles in the first stage would have 

the effect of reducing nnclear weapons even without the application of any direct 

measures of reduction to the weapons themselves (ENDC/PV.48 1 pp. 16, 17). The same 

result, however, would not flow from the total of 100 per cent elimination of nuclear 

weapon vehicles in th0 first stage, as suggested by the Soviet Union draft treaty, 

because regular weapon -rehicles would· be out of the picture in its plan for 100 per 

cent elimination and all of the nuclear weapons could be available, as I have pointed 
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out previously, for delivery by improvised vehicles such as converted jet transport 

planes. However, with only a partial cut, as the United States has proposed, enough 

genuine vehicles would remain so thQt no improvised vehicles would have any military 

value, and the number of nuclear weapons that could be effective would be strictly 

determined by the number of genuine nuclear weapon vehicles still retained. 

The second reason why we have trouble with the conclusion advanced by the 

representative of India is that the United States programme does, we submit, address 

itself to the problem of nuclear weapons in the first stage. We believe that we 

have attempted to do whatever is feasible in the circumstances prevailing in that 

stage. Because of control uncertainties and complexities, we just do not know, as 

of now, that it will be feasible to tackle the nuclear weapons themselves, as such, 

in the first stage. Of course, we recognise that nuclear weapons just cannot exist 

without fissionable materials, and therefore we advocate that a fixed·quantity of 

such materials be turned over to non-military uses, under effective international 

controls, by the United States and the Soviet Union. · 

Ne have suggested, as you know, that this fixed quantity be 50,000 kilogrammes 

of fissionable materials (ENDC/PV.2, p.21; PV.23, p.lO), but we do not consider this 

figure fixed or sacred. Our aim is to determine some quantity of fissionable 

materials which will in fact force -- I repeat, force -- the nuclear Powers, even in 

the first stage, to make some cut in their stockpile of nuclear weapons, just as all 

non-nuclear weapons will also have to be reduced. I believe that the view has been 

eXpressed here that the figure of 50,000 kilogramrnes is too small because it could 

be taken out of surplus stocks of fissionable materials which are not now used in 

weapons. If this is a troublesome matter, I would ask ~rr. Zorin to suggest a 

larger quantity. lile would be very happy to have him suggest a large-r quantity, and 

we would be glad to discuss it with him. We are completely open to all valid ideas 

as far as first stage measures of nuclear containment are concerned. 

As I said a moment ago, we hit upon this approach because of the very difficult 

problems inherent in working out effective control arrangements over the elimination 

of nuclear weapons themselves. The Soviet Union is on record, as you know, a number 

of times here with acknowledgements of the rather great difficulties involved in 

veri~ing that a total liquidation of nuclear weapons has been achieved, even though 

an obligation to this effect has been undertaken. I refer the Committee to the 

Soviet disarmament proposals of 10 May 1955 (DC/SC.l/26/Rev.2) and 23 September 1960 

(A/4505). 
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In contrast,, the present :position of the Soviet delegat::_on would appear to be 

that tb.L; is a me::::.·e technical Ciete.H o-i' control nnd -t:!:lat, once the dis8"rmament 

obligation in :regard -t-o disj?ozing of m::.clea,r 1mapons has been e,greed to, the 

veri.::'ication arra!lgen;ents can be ·worked out o_'-~id::!.y. In -.:riew of ti1e :!.ong histo:;:-y 

of this problem, we believe -U-~at a clear sL_d fir;n under.s~a::J.di!lg on monitoring p1·ocedures 

is an essential prerequisite to any commi~ments regarding the complete disposal of 

nuclear weapons. 

If our Soviet colleagues are :L'ea:'_~-Y disturbed about scheduling a study for such 

control problems in stage I, lest a negative outcome to such a study provide a loophole 

for not eliminating nuclear weapons, we in -;-,he United States delegation have offered 

to have this issue studied in detail before a treaty is even signed-- that is, during 

the period of negotiations itself, provided of course that enough time for suitable 

preparations is allowed before -(,he study begins. We still believe t:':lat a serious 

study should be instituted of the question of trans::'erring an agreed amount of 

fissionable materials to non-military u~es. 

I say this because any controls ''hich may be devised after studies of· the problem 

are likely to ~e fairly broad and rigorous in scope; and, as is the case with 

similarly broad controls for the red~ction of nuclear weapon vehicles, it will probably 

become easier to apply the controls duri~g the second stage than in the first. 

Therefore the only real question is -:io h:tt upon a tran3fer i:'igure which is really 

meaningful in terms of the objective of fo:c:cin~:; a C':J..;back ::..n nucJ.ear weapon stockpiles. 

It is quite evident -t!-:a~ this provision fo:;_~ transfer is cJ.osc:i.y tied to two 

other first-s-tage measures: ·iih2.t :!.s, a tan on nuclear wea,pon tests anC:. a cut-off of 

production of fissionablE: ;nate~·::_als< Tb.e latter step will prevent the fur'liher 

growth of stockpiles a,nd thus will lim:i:t ·t.h0 further increases ox nuclear •treapons. 

The first step will prever.t the dcJvelopment o= mo:re advanced nuclear weapons that 

have been proved to be :reliable, n.nd t:.1.is will mean that t~e nuclear Powers will 

have little or no incentive for taking .~issionable mat,eria:'..s out of existing weapons 

and refabricating such materials into more ndvanced weapons. 

The Soviet delegation has argued thnt it would be inadmissible to permit the 

control of plants fabricating fissionable materials during stage I, as would be 

required by the United States proposal for a stage I cut-off. The Soviet delegation 

asserts that international supervision oyer such ~lants fabric~ting fissionable 

materials would amount to a control over the whole Soviet nu~lear armaments industry. 
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The Soviet Union rejects this as constituting a control over arm~ents, because it 

notes that the cut-off would not, by itself, prohibit or prevent the manufacture af 

new nuclaar weapons" 

I am sorry to say tha.t I cannryt, follow this logic. As we see it, the Soviet 

Union should have no objec·!iion to -!:.he inspection of plants fabricating fissionable 

materials, once there is a 100 per- cent stoppage of military production. 

the Soviet Union itsGlf proposes ~u~h full controls over shut-down plents in other 

categories, even in stage I. It lS true that some fissionable material plants will 

continue production of limited qwuc"tities fo:::- peaceful purposes. However, I am sure 

that the Soviet Union would not o::,.ject to the control of such output, any more than 

it would object to the control of eontinued production at plants formerly producing 

missiles which, in stage I of the Soviet plan, are thenceforth restricted to produci~g 

space launching 'vehicles for peaceful purposes. 

As I am sure everyone here is aware, the plants producing fissionable mate7ials 

are not at all the same plants which fabricate the nuclear weapons themselves~ kll 

of the nuclear Pow·ers take fissione,ble materials from the ·producing plc.,nts and 

transport them to other arsenals where the actual preparation of nuclear weapons is 

undertaken. The Un~ted States do8s not, of course; propose that any controls be 

installed over such nuclear wea~ons factor1es in stage I. 

It cen thus be seen that the United States programme approaches stage II with 

a very substantial record of acconplishment behind i·~ in stage I as to nuclear 

weapons. The aim of stage II measures is to carry forward the work ·started in 

stage I and to use measures of a Eore advanced type which are commensurate with the 

greater degree of confidence -- a~d control -- which will exist in stage II. Let 

me explain how this will be done. 

The stage II provisions concerning nuclear weapons, that is, warheads., fall into 

two main subdivisions. First7 there is the direct reduction of nuclear weapons an& 

second, there is a registration of nuclear weapons. 

In the light of the examination of control procedures by the co~ission of 

technical experts in stage I, or oven before treaty signature, stocks of nuclear 

weapons in stage II would be reduced to minimum levels. This reduction would be 

preceded by a declaration of the gmounts of fiss1onable materials held by each 

.. mclear Power and would be accomplished by the transfer of agreed quantities of 

fissionable materials from nuclef'.r weapons to non-weapon stockpiles for future 

peaceful uses., The non-nuclear c-omponents and assemblies of nuclear weapons from 

·which ·the fissionable materials ha.d been removed would then be destroyed. 
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The production, fabrication, or reworking of nuclear weapons from remaining 

fissionable materials would be subject. to rigidly-controlled and agreed limitations. 

Further, all the nuclear weapons remaining in the last six months of stage II would 

be registered with the international disarma~ent organization. This would be 

intended to facilitate verification during stage III -~o ensure tl-:.at no nuclear 

weapons remained available for use by any State. 

In this further review of the portions of stages I and II of the United States 

outline programme which deals with the reduction and elimination of nuclear weapons, 

I hope that it has become apparent to all dalegations that our plan is indeed realistic 

and effective on this subject, as it is on all other aspects of disarr.1ament. Despite 

the peculiarities of nuclear weapons and of the verification problems connected with 

their liquidation, we have tried to ensure that their reduction will begin in stage I, 

as is the case with all other weapons. The steps advocated for stage II would 

guarantee a very major further advance towards the ultimate goal of the total 

elimination of nuclear weapons in national possession. 

At the same time, we make no pretence of closing our eyes to monitoring 

difficulties; these have been recognized for a long time by all nuclear Powers. 

Since nuclear weapons are such a key factor in the existing arsenals of the great 

Powers, control over their liquidation is as crucial a factor as any other single 

item in the disarmament programr.~e. We propose -t;o face this frankly and e-t an early 

stage of the disarmament effort. Indeed, it would be our preference to clarify the 

verification situation even before our negotiations on a treaty have been completed, 

so that the requisite provisions can be spelt out in the treaty itself. 

I will not take any more time this morning in making specific criticisms of 

specific provisions of the Soviet disarmament plan rela+,i~g to nuclear weapons 

because I have done that several times before. However, it will be recalled that 

we object to the concentration of all measures in stage II. -Ne believe strongly 

that it would be much sounder to spread these measures over all three stages. This 

corresponds to our view on the elimination of nuclear delivery vehicles and to both 

the Soviet and United States views on the reduction of conventional armaments and 

armed forces. 

It is apparent to us that the reduction of nuclear weapons stockpiles will 

require very rigorous control measures, and that such measures will become even 

more exacting as we approach the final goal of total liquidation. I do not think 
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there can be any doubt on this score. In view- of the known attitudes of the Soviet 

delegation towards controls in the early stages of disarmament, the less drastic 

Western approach which, initially n;t least, · dalls for le~s comprehensive controls, 

seems to us much more feasible. It woulu give a chance for confidence to develop 1 

and we could then use this c0nfidence to make the necessary large~ leaps towards the 

final objective. I am still hopeful that the Soviet delegation will re-examine its 

proposals in this light and considar modifications in the direction of our plan. 

Mr. ZORIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (~ranslation from Russian)~ 

Today we have listened attentively to a number of statements, and I want first of all 

to observe that the Indian representative's statement on 3everal questions, in~luding 

nuclear tests, is of great interest to us all. I think it should be taken into 

consideration by all the nuclear Powers, especially the one which is new -conducting 

tests and ignoring every rule of international law, and also the opportunity of 

concluding an agreement on the discontinufu~ce of tests presented by the ffiemorandum 

of the eight non-aligned States (ENDC/28), which has been accepted by the Soviet 

Union as a basis for negotiation and agreement. 

I also wan~ to draw the attention of all those taking part in our negotiations 

to what I consider the constructive propo~als made by the representative of India, i~ 

particular on questions related to the Working Draf-t of Part I pf our treaty 

(ENDC/40/Rev.l). In the light of what the United States representative has just 

said about elimination of nuclear weapons, I should like him to clarify his attitude 

towards the Working Draft of Part I, about which the representative of India h~s 

just spoken. 

The representative of India has put forward the definite compromise proposal 

that in article 1, sub-paragraph 2(b), which concerns nuclear weapons, all the 

brackets should be deleted, both from the phrase proposed by the Soviet Union: 

"((Prohibition of nuclear weapons and other types of weapons for r.~ass destruction;))": 

and from the phrase expressing the United States po~nt of view: "cessa,tion of the 

production (and prohibition of the manufacture) ••• "--in other words, that we 

should accept both the Soviet Union proposal and the United States proposal. 

I can state that thG Soviet delegation agrees to this proposal and is ~illing 

both to drop its own brackets and to accept the. bracketed United States words. If 

the United States is really in:favour of prohibitiL~ n~clear weapons and other types 
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of weapons of mass destruction, it should have no objection to this proposal of the 

Indian'representative. If it"does object, then it should explain its position 

why it· objects to the prohibiticn of nuclear weapons ttnd other types of weapons of 

mass destruction. Quite obviously the wording of the United States proposal merely 

to prohibit manufacture, as I demonstrated yesterday, does not solve the problem of 

prohibiting nuclear weapons and other types of weapons of mass destru-ction in general. 

I can understand the United States objection to dropping these brackets from 

our phrase "Prohibition of nuclear weapons and other types of weapons of mass 

destruction11 only by assuming the,t the United States does not want prohibition of 

nu_clear weapons. It is reserving them for the international force. The United 

States representative seemed, in his explanations today, to mean precisely that. 

He said at the beginning of his statement that there is no disagreement between us 

on the elimination of nuclear weapons from national arsenals, but that we are not agreed 

on how the international force should be armed. That seems to be the precise reason 

why the_United States does not want to prohibit nuclear weapons and other types of 

weapons of mass destruction in general. 

The representative of Czechoslovakia has today rightly asked where, if you want 

to eliminate nuclear weapons from national forces and to prohibit their manufacture 

in States, you will manufacture them at all for the international force if you want 

to equip it with them. Will you establish international arsenals for their 

manufacture? Is that how we are to understand your position? I think that is n 

perfectly proper que$tion to as~~. In any case we should like full clarification 

of the United States position: whether it accepts this proposal of the Indian 

representative to delete all the bre.ckets from article 1, paragreph 2(b) ,_ or wqether 

it does not. 

The second reasonable compromise proposal made by the representative of India 

is to delete all the brackets from article 3 1 sub-paragraph 2(c), on relations 

between States. He has proposed that the brackets be dropped both from our words 

"peeceful and friendly coexistence and co-operation" and from the United States words 

"peaceful and neighbourly relations". I can say already that the Soviet delegation 

agrees to this proposal +,o del-=:te both our and the United States' bracl>:ets-- if, 

of course, the United States agrees. 

If the definite article before the word "principles" c.auses any difficulty for 

the United States delegation, we agree that this definite article "the" should also 
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be deleted, for the sake of complete agreement on article 3, sub-paragraph 2(c). 

It will then read: nbase relations with each other on principles of peaceful and 

neighbourly relations and peaceful and friendly coexistence and co-operation11
• 

I do not think this should cause any difficulty for the United States delegation, 

which I hope will accept this compromise proposal. 

Those are the two observations which I wanted to make now on the statements by 

the Indian representative and the United States representative. .A.s for the other 

remarks by the United States representative concerning the elimination of nuclear 

weapons in our plan and in the United States plan, I do not want to detain all the 

delegations now; I think we can return to this matter later on. However, I should 

say now that today 1 s argument has added nothing and has in no way strengthened the 

United States position on this question, since it is obvious to everyone that there 

is in fact no real reduction, even of nuclear weapons, in either stage I or stage II 

of the United States plan. You have not answered the question which the representati·,, 

of India asked the United States delegation before: by what percentage the United 

States contemplates reducing nuclear weapons in stage II. You cannot answer it 

because you do not in fact lay down specifically in your plan what will be reduced 

by what percentage and by what actual quantity of nuclear weapons. You speak in 

stage II of your plan merely of a reduction of fissionable materials, not of actual 

nuclear weapons. -:Je shall revert to this question later; I want to confine myself 

now simply to this brief generel observation. 

Now I shoul~ like to pass on and reply to certain questions which were raised 

in yesterday's debate. In expounding the Soviet draft of stages I and II of 

general and complete disarmament, the Soviet delegation dealt at length with reduction 

of military expenditures, control over the new lower level, and the use of funds 

saved through disarmament. However, the statements we heard at yesterday's meeting 

compel us to refer to these matters again. 

The Soviet Government attaches great importance to reduction of military 

expenditures in the chain of disarmament measures. Reduction of military 

expenditures cannot be considered merely as a consequence of the elimination or 

reduction of armed forces and armaments. It is an important measure in itself, 

creating additional safeguards to ensure that disarmament will be really lasting and 

that armed forces and ermaments will not be built up again. It is therefore not 

accidental that all tho Soviet proposals which the Soviet Government has ever 

submitted have invariably included provisions for reduction of military expenditures. 
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'The·' .draft trea'~"'y compiled by the Soviet Government and submitted to tpe . 
'' ' ' . 

Eighteen--Nation Gornmit·bee· contains~ for each 'bf' the three stages, precise undertakings 

regarding redu:ction'b£ military expenditure>s. It is· fitting to recall that article 

l3 of stage I of disarmament deals' wi~h this question. It provides that, 

proportionately to the destruction ·of the means of delivering nuclear weapons and' 

the discbntinuance· of their production, to thB' dismantling of foreign military. bases 

and withdrawals of fo:te:ign troops from alien terri+,ories, and 'to the reduction of 

armed :f<)rces and con~e~·tional ::t~ainents, States are obliged to reduce their military 

budgets and appropriations for military purposes (ENDG/2, p~l2). Our draft treaty 

talks of the proportionate reduction of military expenditures~ This .means that, . 

after the execution of these me·asures, States' military budgets and military 

appropriations will be limited to the level necessary for supporting the temporarily

retained armed forces and armaments. 

We propose to use all funds released through ~he implementation.of the first

stage measures for 'peaceful purposes so that they sllall not be· re--diverted to· the 

manufacture of armaments. ·They will be used to reduce taxes on the population and 

to subsidize the national economy. Desiring to promote the development of,practical 

co-operation betwe-en States, we- provide that a certain portion of the :funds tlms 

released shall be divert0d to·economic and =technical assistance to underdevelope.d 

countries. . .,_ 

As over every disarmament me':1sure, the· Soviet draft treaty provides for reliable 

control over reduction of military expenditures and appropriations. This control 

is to be carried out by the international di·sn,rmament, organiza:tion through financial 

inspectors, to whom the States };mrties to the· treaty u...'ldertake to grant. unhindered 

access' to the records of ·central financial o·ffices conoorni.ng the· reduction of .the 

budgetary allocations of States in connexion with the eli~ination o~ the means of 

delivering nuclear weapons, the dismantling 'of foreign milltary _bases and the 

reducti'On of ·armed f~rces and coliv&ntiomil !armaments, ·including the relevant 

decisions of their legislative and executive bodies •. 
. . 

In stage II 'of disnrman'lent our draft treaty lays d6'm a further reduction of 

military budgets o,nd.appropriations for military purposes in.full accordance with 

the di~armament measures scheduled for tliis stage. Members of the Committee;can 

verify this by studying article 26'of the draft treaty. Gons·equently, fpllowing 
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the principle of extending control to match execution of the disarmament measures of 

the draft treaty proposed by the Soviet Government; we envisage an extension of the 

powers of the international disarmament orga~ization in the second stage with regard 

to verification of the budgets of States. 

The measures for redu~ing military expenditures and appropriations at the third 

stage are set forth in article 35 of the draft treaty. This article provides for 

discontinuance of the appropriation of funds for military purposes in any form, whether 

from government bodies or private individuals and public organizations. .All the 

funds now channelled in different ways for maintaining the military machine would 

under our proposals be directed to peaceful 11ses only. The international 

disarmament organization would have virtually unlimi~ed power to control the budgets 

of States, and right of access -l;o legislative acts and budgetary documents of States 

parties to the treaty. 

In this context it is impossible to ignore the intervention of the United States 

representative, Mr. Stelle (ENDC/PV.48, pp. 34 et seq.). The general purpose of 

his remarks seemed to be to sow doubts about the possibility of real diminution of 

military expenditures, and to discover new justifications for the United States' demand: 

on control. 

Mr. Stelle said that different States had different systems of budget 

appropriations and so could not be easily compared or be controlled. 'de agree that 

States have different systems of budgetary appropriation because of the differences 

between their economic systems. This is a perfectly natural fact, and we take it 

into account in our :proposals. However, IAr. Stelle 1 s conclusion that the difference 

in the systems of budgetary appropriations raises an almost insurmountable obstacle 

to control over redud;ion of military expenditures is groundless. 

In an attempt to justify his conclusion, the United States representative 

ventured a number of remarks ~bout the budgetary estimates of the Soviet Union. 

He argued that the if estern Powers 1 budgets were public budgets and subject to 

parliamentary control, while the Soviet budget was secret and not subject to any 

kind of control. In doing so fiir. Stelle used expressions like "we are informed", 

and "we believe" ( ibid,~.36, 37). Mr. Stelle's informants about the budgetary 

system of the Soviet Union are unknown, but I do not think they inform him very 

accurately. 
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The Soviet economy is a planned economy, and budgetary control has enormous 

impor-tance in the planned development of our economy. Therefore Mr. Stelle's.'· 

arguments about the alleged ambiguity of the Soviet est:i.mates are entirely groundless. 

The Soviet Union budget is subject to general disctL~sion in the Supreme SoTiet, both 

in its budge·tary commission a11d in plenar·y, a.ad not only in the Supreme Soviet of 

the USSR. The budgets of the republics and othe:.: administrative units of the Soviet 

Union are studied equally freely ~nd widely by their parliamentary bodies. This is 

-~be true picture of the control exercised by the peoples' representatives o>er 

h'ndgetary expenses and the State estimates. 

Mr. Stelle put forward as a merit of the United States budget the number of 

pages submitted to Congress for examination. However, one coQld recall quite a few 

cases in which the people of the United States have been kept in ignorance of the 

de s·~ina·hion of the taxpayer' s money, For instance everyone knows that for a long 

time huge sums, billions of dollars, were kept secret and spent on.the invention and 

production of nuclear w-eapons. The"t has been published in the United States press. 

Years passed before these vast expenditures became known. 

Let u·s take a very recent example, when a change was made in the leadership of 

the United States Intelligence Services. It then came to light that enormous sums, 

not appearing in the budgetary estimates of the United states and apparently not 

subject to debate in the tTnited states Congress, were set aside for subversive 

acti-'fity7 for s11bsidizing various bodies, including ·hhe right-wing socialists in 

whom the Dulles organization saw, and the McCone organization now sees, the -true 

advocates of their policy of hostility towards peace and co-operation between peoples. 

The United States representative also mentioned prices. The system used in the 

Soviet Union is not to his liking. Of course our systen differs from that of the 

capitalist world. But in any serious di~>c~ssion of reliability of control over 

military appropriations, in ·this case also the comparison would clearly not be to 

the advantage of the United States. One need only look at the latest newspapers to 

see how the prices on the American· Stock Exchange h~~o :~cjllated. In this Stock 

Exchange game a not in~onsiderable part is played by arr.mments mam1facturers who 

make fabulous profits out of the !.UT:J.s' race. D.oes iha-t not exp1ain the pessimism of 

the United States representative about the possib:i.lity oLr~dp.cing military 

expenditures as a substantive measure of d~ sarmmnen·0? 
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We ourselves'are firmly convinced that reduction of military expenditures is 

a key factor in the whole complex of disarmament measures. There is nothing to 

prevent exercise of the necessary control over military eXpenditures in all countries 

'if the matter is tackled in earnest. We have put forward proposals for that purpose, 

and their acceptance would guarantee that States conformed exactly to their 

obligations to reduce military expenditures. 

It is most important to us that the treaty the Committee is drafting should 

completely preclude recrudescence of armaments and armed forces. That is why we 

have made our proposals on the prohibition of appropriation of funds for military 

purposes, whether on government budgets or from public organizations or private 

individuals. Unless the treaty expressly re.quires the cessation of military 

expenditures from organizations or private individuals, a very serious-- and we would 

say dangerous-- situation could arise. 

At yesterday's meeting Mr. Godber, the United Kingdom representative, said that 

he was not entirely cle-ar what we had in mind here. And he added: 

"Unless our Soviet colleague can give us far clearer examples of 

what he fears in this regard, I would not think this is an important 

matter." (ENDC/PV .48, p.23) 

I said yesterday, and I should like to repeat today, that we are prepared 'to help 

Mr. Godber and hope that this will not only enable him to understand the question 

but also help us all to reach agreement. 

Clearly he must be well acquainted with the London newspaper The Sunday Times, 

and I can only suppose it was through inadvertance that he overlooked a very 

interesting news item. 

1962 states: 

An article in the supplement to this newspaper for 18 March 

"In one West London factory alone are now stacked enough small arms 

to equip several private armies -- 1701 000 rifies, between 10,000 and 

121 000 revolvers, 5,000 pistols. The same firm, Cogswell and Harrison, 

has 91 000 machine-guns stored in other depots and operates from old

established Piccadilly premises. It is one of three ancient gunmnkers 

now controlled by Samuel Cummings, 35-year-old principal of the 

International kxmament Corporation (Interarmco), largest of the 

enterprises making a livelihood from buying and selling arms." 
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This article also states that Interarmco, when supplying weapons to private 

armies, obtaans a.considerable Eart of its stocks from the United Kingdom Minist~ 

of Defence. It might . .seem, if the Western ~pr~senta:tives are telling the truth 

about the strict parliamentary C?ntrol over the mllitary budgets of the ~estern 

Powers, that Mr. Godber, who appears to be in close touch with parliamenta~ affairs, 

should know what sums change in such a case. 

This article also indicates where these abms in which Interarmco trades have 

gone and are going. It mentions countrie~ like Spain, South kfrica and Rhodesia, 

and familiar names like Batista and Trujillo. Needless to say, these names are 

directly linked to wars against peoples. Thai is where the blood is shed which settles 

as gold in the safes of Interarmco. Sur~l~ tiiis is sufficient reason why the treaty 

should block for ever such really criminal private· operations and private ffnan~ing 

of armaments. 

If thi.s example is not enough, there are o'thers. The very well known American 

corporation the United Fruit Company maintains' private armies in Latin-J..merican 

countries and subsidizes the armed forces of the various dictators who obediently 

give it land in their countries. The representative of·Czechoslovakia today 

produced a concrete example of this. It is also possible to produce an example 

more familiar to all representatives here: the events.in the. Congo, where the Union 
_,__ - .... 

Minie:re in fact maintains an army of r.1ercenaries who are fighting the Congolese people. 

How, after all this, can the matter which the Soviet delegation has raised be 

said not to be an important matter? On the contrary, it is a ve~ important matter, 

if we intend to stop playing with words and to sol~e t~c problem of disarmament and 

of armament financing in fact. ile have already referred at one of our meetings to 

the role played by the Ruhr magnates in arming the Hitler gangs and then the Reichswehr, 

which plunged Europe and the whole world into the second world war. The peoples do 

not want this to happen again, and so we are insisting that all loop-holes and vents 

through which new forces of war and aggression may re-emerge shall be sealed. 

The prohibition not only of budgetarY appropriations.but also of all appropriations 

of non-governmental organizations and private individuals has great importance, as can 

be seen from the examples quoted, which Mr. Godber requested ye·sterday. That is the 

reason why the Soviet delegation insists on including appropriate provisions in the 

draft of article 1 of the treaty, which deals with general obligations related to 

disarmament. 
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The CHAIIDM~ (United States of America): The name of the representative 

of the United Kingdom is still on the list of speakers. Does he wish to speak now, 

or would he prefer to defer his statement until tomorrow? I should be quite happy 

to have him speak now. I would only say that my co-Chairman and I have an 

appointment at 1 o'clock with the President of the Inter-Parliamentary Union. If, 

therefore, the representative of the United Kingdom wishes to speak now, we shall 

have to ask to be excused from the neeting. 

Mr. GODBER (United Kingdom): I do not think that I had better accept your 

invitation, Mr. Chairman. Much as I should like to speak today, I think that it 

would be better if I waited until tomorrow. I should hate it, on the one hand, if 

anything that I had to say should delay the meeting which you and your co-Chairman 

are anticipating, and on the other hand if you should be deprived of the words of 

wisdom which I hope to deliver. 

statement until tomorrow. 

Therefore I will, with your permission, defer my 

The Conference decided-to issue the ~~!lowing ~mmunique: 

"The Conference of the Eighteen Nation Committee on Disarmament today 

held its forty-ninth plenary meeting in the Palais des Nations, Geneva, 

under the chairmanship of Mr. Dean, representative of the United States. 

"Statements were made by the representatives of Romania, India, 

Czechoslovakia, Italy, the United States and the Soviet Union. 

"The next plenary meeting of the Conference will be held on 

Wednesday, 6 June 1962, at 10 a.m." 

The meeting rose at 1.20 p.m. 




